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Abstract

In this paper, we design and implement an efficient and low overhead Java object profiler called YA-JOP on Android 6.0 and its ART virtual machine, which uses an AOT(ahead-of-time) compiler. YA-JOP records the allocation site, the class information, the object size, the birth time and death time, the last access time and the access regular pattern for every Java object. The data profiled can help the developers to detect memory leaks, find reusable objects, implement optimizations like pretenuring, etc. The profiler proposed in this paper has reasonable execution time overhead, imposes no overhead on the Java heap and does not modify any existing key data structure of the ART Virtual Machine, including the object layouts, class layouts and any others.

1 Introduction

In recent years embedded devices have become more and more popular. Mobile phones and tablets, which often use Android system, are the most popular electronic devices. The latest Android operating system uses the ART virtual machine to execute Java programs and Android applications. Managed languages such as Java, C#, Python and PHP have garbage collection to manage all the objects at runtime, which reduce the memory-related failures and improve the efficiency of the usage of memory heaps. But object-oriented Android applications still have memory problems which are difficult to be located. For example, developers may keep references to objects but don’t use them, or create and destroy large number objects of the same type. Sometimes, we need a tool to know the lifetime of every object to find ways to optimize our programs.

Some researchers have tried to profile memory behaviour of programs on the ART virtual machine

2 Profiling Object Information

In this section, we describe YA-JOP, a Java object profiler for ART virtual machine. We begin with an overview that describes how a user interacts with YA-JOP and the instrumentation work flow within YA-JOP. We then discuss the profiling rules, and describe how we record the object access event on the ART virtual machine.

2.1 Overview of YA-JOP

YA-JOP has an online object events tracker and an offline object events analyzer. Fig.1 describes the overall workflow for YA-JOP. A user provides a Java program to YA-JOP. The first is the original app binary to be instrumented by the modified compiler. Modified compiler inserts object access event recording codes in the compiled app. Second, the instrumented app is executed with the modified ART virtual machine runtime. Objects lifetime will be recorded by the modified ART runtime. While app is running, all the information of Java objects specified by our profiling rules will be recorded into files. Then, we use an offline analyzer to analyze the profiled data and give the profiled result.
2.2 Profiling rules

CMS (Concurrent mark-sweep garbage collector) is the most used garbage collector in the ART virtual machine. Now we only instrumented CMS garbage collector. Objects could not be moved while using CMS garbage collector. We can use a vector to present one object, as below:

\[ \langle \text{AllocS}, T_0, T_d, \text{Type}, \text{Size}, \text{Addr}, T_{a_1}, \ldots, T_{a_k} \rangle \]

In which, \( T_i \) stands for the number of times garbage collector has been invoked. \( \text{AllocS} \) means that the allocation site of object \( o \) was \( \text{AllocS} \). \( T_0 \) and \( T_d \) means that \( o \) was created at time \( T_0 \) and dead at time \( T_d \). \( \text{Type} \) and \( \text{Size} \) indicate object \( o \)'s class type and object size. \( \text{Addr} \) means the initial physical address of \( o \) was \( \text{Addr} \). \( T_{a_i} \) means \( o \) was accessed at time \( T_{a_i} \). This vector uniquely identifies an Object for a particular program execution. For example, \( \langle 0x6DA342B0, 1, 8, 0x530000D0, 32, 0x12CD73C0, 4, 5 \rangle \) represents that an object which had type 0x530000D0 was allocated at memory address 0x12CD73C0 from the allocation site 0x6DA342B0 in the first GC cycle (i.e., between the first GC and the second GC), and then was accessed in the fourth and fifth GC cycles. The size of this object was 32 bytes. Finally this object was dead after the eighth GC. This vector does not exist in Java heaps. It is built from the profiled data. The profiling rules at runtime are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>events</th>
<th>Profiling data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allocating a new object</td>
<td>( \langle \text{AllocS}, T_0, \text{Type}, \text{Size}, \text{Addr} \rangle )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garbage collection start</td>
<td>( \text{GCTIME} + 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marking an object as dead</td>
<td>( \text{Addr}, T_d )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessing an object</td>
<td>( \text{Addr}, T_{a_i} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garbage collection finish</td>
<td>( \text{GCFINISH} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Profiling rules.

2.3 Encoding object access event

There are researches to steal bits in object header or change the layout of the object while recording object information\(^9,10\), such as access events, allocation site. Programs in the ART virtual machine have limited resources. If we add additional fields to object, it could introduce significant overheads to the ART virtual machine. Stealing bits in objects often need using atomic instructions to guarantee the thread safety. We have tried to steal bits in the object's hash code using ldrex and strex, but this sometimes adds huge overheads and EEMBC runs 400% slower in our tests.

In this paper, we present a way using a bitmap mapping Java heaps to track object access event. As in Fig.2, \( k \) bytes allocated by Java Virtual Machine correspond to one bit in the bitmap. \( K \) is the alignment of an object. When an object \( o \) is accessed, we set the corresponding bit to 1. If a GC occurs, the bitmap is dumped to file and all the bits are all set to 0. Only when objects mapped to the same byte are accessed in multi threads at the same time, we may lose some access information. The address of corresponding bit of object \( o \) can be calculated as:

\[ \text{Addr}_{\text{bit}} = \text{Addr}_{\text{bitmap}} + (\text{Addr}_o - \text{Addr}_{\text{heap}}) / (8 \times k\text{Align}) \]  

and the location of the bit in the byte is:

\[ \text{Loc}_{\text{bit}} = (\text{Addr}_o - \text{Addr}_{\text{heap}}) / k\text{Align} \mod 8 \]

We simply dump the bitmap and deduce objects access information from this bitmap without scanning every object in Java heap. Our recording method does not add any space overhead in Java heap and does not modify the layouts of Object. This makes our method easier to be ported to other platforms.

3 Implementation

We implement the object events tracker on top of the ART virtual machine in Android6.0. We instrument ART's concurrent mark-sweep garbage collector to track object allocation, death events. We instrument and use the Quick ahead-of-time compiler to acquire object access events.

3.1 Garbage collector instrumentation

ART virtual machine splits Java heaps into ImageSpace and AllocSpace. Java objects created by programs are allocated in AllocSpace. AllocSpace are split into ZygoteSpace, MainAllocSpace and LargeObjectSpace. ZygoteSpace is a space shared among Zygote process and all Android applications. Android apps will create objects mainly on
MainAllocSpace, of which the object alignment is 8 bytes. Primitive array objects or string objects that are larger than 3 pages can be allocated in LargeObjectSpace, of which often be used to store resources like images. We track object allocation, death events for AllocSpace and access event for MainAllocSpace. While an object is allocated, the process will jump from compiled codes to stub codes, we simply record the value LR (link register) as the allocation site. Art method has a beginning and ending address in memory. So we can deduce the allocation function from the allocsite of an object.

### 3.2 Garbage collector instrumentation

ART virtual machine uses AOT compilers to compile Java programs before running them. We instrumented the Quick compiler. Before programs are actually running, modified compiler inserted the instrumentation at object access points. If an object is read or written to, we treat this object as accessed. We use bitmap to record object access events. Before every GC finishes, we dump the bitmap to a single file and clear all bits in bitmap. Similar to [8,18], we add read or write barriers when objects get accessed at the following points:
- field read/write
- array element read/write
- array length read
- method invocation
- lock acquisition and reference comparison

### 3.3 Offline object events analyzer

CMS is a concurrent garbage collector, objects will get accessed even garbage collector is running. We choose to dump the access bitmap when the GC finishes for tracking the complete object access events. In this situation, we will get access events for dead objects. As the access bitmap was dumped into a single file, we can simply process access events before calculating object death information in this GC cycle to avoid this problem.

### 4 Evaluation

#### 4.1 Methodology

The Android source code we use is Marshmallow-6.0.0_r1. The target we build is aosp_flo-userdebug and target build type is release. The host OS environment is linux-3.16.0-71-generic-X86_64-with-Ubuntu-14.04. We perform our experiments on Nexus 7(wifi), which is a quad-core machine with a NVIDIA Tegra3(ARMv7) 1.6GHz processor and has 1GB RAM and 16GB ROM. We use the EEMBC benchmarks, SciMark 2.0 benchmarks, CaffeineMark 3.0 benchmarks and DeltaBlue benchmark to evaluate the performance of our profiler. We execute each benchmark with a minimum possible heap size for that benchmark. Kxml and deltablue benchmarks are configured with 2MB heap, scimark.large benchmark is configured with 34MB heap, and all other benchmarks are configured with 1MB heap. We run each benchmark 5 iterations and get the average result.

#### 4.2 Overhead

Our profiler dumps all the data into files. The only additional execution space is the bitmap which tracks object access event (Section 2.3). On ART virtual machine object's alignment is 8 bytes. The size of a bitmap is 1/64 of the corresponding Java heap. In this way, our profiling method neither add any overhead to the Java heaps nor change any key data structure of the ART virtual machine. Unlike other Java virtual machines, the ART virtual machine uses AOT compiler. The compilation does not add any execution overhead, so all the benchmarks we ran don't need warm-up. While compiling we can do instrumentation in one-pass. The compilation time overhead of our benchmarks is low and not significant.

![Figure 3: Runtime overheads of the profiler.](image)

Fig.3 shows the execution overhead added by our online tracker on each benchmark. The average overhead imposed on benchmarks is about 89%. Barriers at object access have 61% overhead on average. Dumping the recorded events into files contribute 28% of the total overhead. Chess, kxml and DeltaBlue have a much higher I/O overhead than other benchmarks. One reason is that these benchmarks allocate more objects. Another reason is that we configure a minimum possible heap size. GC occurs frequently. We dumped huge object creation and death information into files.

#### 4.3 Analysis of profiled data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>No. obj</th>
<th>Per. %</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12C10380</td>
<td>18338</td>
<td>63.93</td>
<td>com.sun.mep.bench.Chess.Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12C101C0</td>
<td>66062</td>
<td>23.03</td>
<td>com.sun.mep.bench.Chess.Mov e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6FC2F7E8</td>
<td>14264</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>java.lang.Object[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6FC77830</td>
<td>52850</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>java.util.Vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6FC98748</td>
<td>50960</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>byte[]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Top classes of Chess
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Table 2 shows the top classes of Chess benchmark. Chess is a program that simulates how chessmen move. In Chess more than half of the allocated objects have type com.sun.mep.bench.Chess.Point. A Point object stands for a point in the chessboard. As in Fig.4, Point objects are almost all collected in every GC. There may have opportunity to reuse Point objects in Chess benchmark.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed YA-JOP, an efficient profiler to profile Java objects on the ART Virtual Machine. Our profiler reports per-object source information such as the allocation site, the last access time. Our profiling method don't introduce any overhead to Java heaps, nor modifies any existing key data structure of the ART virtual machine and Android system. The total execution overheads of our profiler are reasonable. The profiled result gives us sufficient information to find memory leak and help optimizations, such like pretenuring and finding reusable objects. YA-JOP can help developers to find out memory allocation bottlenecks, identify and solve memory problems and efficiently utilize Java heaps.
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